Bakersfield Special Concerns Committee
7/16/14 meeting at 7pm
present: Penny G., Larry K., Judy B., Donna P., Lisa M., Cyndi and
Mac N., Sharon L.
agenda:
1)recap events and expenses/revenues for Bakersfield Independence
Day Celebration
2)other
Judy broke down the revenue and expenses for the day using a
spread sheet she prepared. Breakdown for net revenue is as follows:
BBQ$770
silent auction- $681
concession$627
horseshoes$65
donation jars- $256
breakfast$14.50
________
net revenue- $2,413.50
Additional net revenue from turkey dinner ($475) and mother's day
brunch ($535) was $980 for a total net revenue of $3,393.50
Expenses for the celebration included the following:
fireworks$2,380
airshow$300
bouncy$275
kids prizes/face painting- $178
sound system/music$275
__________
$3,408
Judy also shared information regarding specific breakdown amounts
of what was bought and sold for the concession and BBQ.

Penny suggested that we have our celebration on the 4th next year as
it is on a Saturday. Group was in agreement that that would work.
A discussion of when donations for fireworks would be taken in the
evening resulted in agreement that it would be done around 8:30
after it was announced (on the sound system). We would see if the
Boy Scouts in uniform might be interested in helping with this. It was
also mentioned that to make sure that lower tape boundaries on the
hill are respected that we use the yellow caution tape (Lance got it
and left it at the garage) and announce that everyone needs to stay
on the cut grass side of the tape for their safety for the evening.
Gate at route 36 and route 108 intersection needs to be opened in the
evening so handicapped can get through. Should someone be there
to do that?
Lisa mentioned that she heard comments that families would like
more kid activities. We all agreed that Kylie and Ann did a great job
but that they need more help. Ann will work on that.
Having more help for clean up on Sunday morning made it a lot easier
for all those involved. Thank you!!
Penny suggested that we do two dinners next winter, an Italian dinner
and a chicken pie dinner (instead of the turkey dinner which is a lot of
manpower, especially at clean up). The group agreed on the following
dates:
Italian dinner- January 17th
chicken pie dinner- February 28th
Special Concerns Committee will continue to help Historical Society
with Hunter's Breakfasts.
Next BSCC meeting will be in April 2015.
Respectfully submitted by Sharon Lawyer, BSCC Secretary

